Crypto offers unlimited benefits for business and users. However, it’s still:

- Too hard to use.
- Risky for regular users and merchants.
- Incompatible with most business models.
- Highly associated with scams.
What is DogeCash?

DogeCash is an adventurous digital currency project launched in 2018 to enrich life using crypto technologies.

Until now, we’ve limited ourselves to the non-profit and open source areas, but after watching constant flood of bad actors trying to take advantage of new users, we decided to take a step forward into building services and platforms with meaningful utilities.
DogeCash is aiming to rebuild everything and ‘cryptofy’ it.

Crypto means more control, and fewer costs. In that sense, everything can be remade applying those values.

At the moment, we’re focusing our resources on:

- Rebuilding the creators tipping industry from scratch.
- Reimaigining the relationship between business and crypto.
The average streamer receives only 70% of every donation earned.

The DogeCash standard means:

- Streamers receive 100% of donations.
- Streamers can stake, compound and get **passive income** from their earnings.
It's possible to accept crypto and convert it automatically to stable currencies such as USD or EUR.

- It’s possible to accept USD or EUR and convert it all or part of it to crypto.

- It’s possible to stake, compound and get passive income from earnings.

- It’s possible to withdraw money at any moment, without fees or delays.

- Standard business models such as subscriptions are possible.
Everything connected through the same standard...

The DogeCash standard.

- A single account to enjoy all the benefits.
- Shared balance between all services.
- The possibility to stake, compound and get passive income from earnings everywhere.
And using DOGEC, an essential utility coin for all the platforms.

DOGEC, the native DogeCash currency:

- Is already being used by more than 50,000 wallets.
- Has a $506,000 capitalization and rising.
- Uses its native chain instead of being a token; the possibilities of application are endless: Instant transactions, smart contracts, NFTs, etc.
The DogeCash project is currently 100% self-funded using:

- DogeCash Team funds: 500,000 DOGEC (~$20,000)
- Recurring DAO chain funding: 50,000 DOGEC per month (~$2,000)
- Team’s volunteering.
- Community contributions.
Ecosystem business model

Will be based on several user-friendly income sources:

- **With the growth of DOGEC price** (thanks to our limited supply and holding incentives), our DAO recurring funding (**50,000 DOGEC** per month) will allow us to be sustainable, offering top-notch quality services without taking advantage of our users in any way.

  With just a $10 million capitalization, our funding will provide us the equivalent of $32,500 per month.

- **Voluntary fees from users**. If users find our services helpful, they’ll be able to set voluntary fees from their income.

- **Subscription perks**. Some services will offer flat-fee subscription with improvements. For example, limits reductions, free withdrawals, etc.

- **Fees from staking and compunding earnings**. We’ll never deduct fees from the money a merchant receives, **only nominal fees** from the staking and compounding earnings.
The DogeCash team has been part of the crypto scene since 2018 with DogeCash or longer — many of us have been in crypto from the start.

**Liquid369**
- Team leader
- Blockchain developer
- One-man army

His real name is James Stewart and he currently resides in Good Ol’ Tennessee, US.

Self taught programmer who honed his skills afterwards getting his degree in programming and network/informational security, James has been programming since 2000, and has participated in top-notch projects as PIVX, and startups as Flits.

**Weoka**
- Product Manager
- Backend developer
- Designer

His real name is Daniel Martin, and he currently resides in Alicante, Spain.

He’s a self taught programmer, whose experience includes working with awesome startups such as Inspection Manager, Insight IT, and renamed brands as NASA.
Shane Raynor lives in Austin, Texas USA, and has worked in content strategy and marketing since 2010.

He previously served as Manager of Web Content and User Experience for the United Methodist Publishing House in Nashville, Tennessee, where he developed written and multimedia content for online properties.

Daniel Halford
/ Network Engineer
/ DevOps

He’s a server freak, and our infrastructure manager. He has worked on various projects since testnet phases as Elrond, Casper, Cosmos, Solana and more.

Luke Larsen
/ Backend developer
/ Blockchain developer

Full-stack developer with experience in web and software development as well as system administration. Always interested in projects involving learning new skills.
MrDraper / Marketing team

Digital marketing genius and strong animal advocate, always up for new challenges in life.

Jskitty / Advisor / Developer

One of the best-known developers in the masternodes coin industry, has participated in top-notch projects as PIVX, SCC and ZNZ.

Lunaria / UI designer / UX designer

Alexis, designer and self-taught programmer, in charge of the design behind the DogeCash platforms.

Infrative / Front-end developer / Mobile developer

His real name is Christopher Díaz, he lives in Guayaquil, Ecuador.

Computer science student, in his spare time he works as developer at DogeCash.
Crypto solutions for everyone.